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There are few topics these days, if any, more widely discussed than that of love. Theol-

ogy, as the discourse on the love of all loves, could not, of course, refrain from adding

a few lines to this contemporary trend. Jeanrond's Theolog, of Loue promises to 'provide

a conrext for developing a critical and self-critical theology oflove today' (P. xi) and'to
reflect upon the potential of love from within a theological horizon' 1p. Z3).At the

outr.t, 
".rd 

perhaps somewhat at odds with the rest of the book's attention to the her-

meneutical ,nd .orrt.*trrd nature of all theology, Jeanrond notes that 'there seems to be

a universal dimension in love that transcends all its particular shapes and expressions.

Love communicates through differences in time, place and language' (p. 1-2)' The

first chapter then offers a general reading of the phenomenon of love and attemPts to

delineate its contours: love, forJeanrond, is not just an emodon alongside all the other

emotions that the human being may or may not feel. On the contrary' love affects 'the

entire fabric of our human relationships' (p. 2). Love itself may even be construed as a

relationship that 'affirm[s] some subject or object, acknowledge[s] its value and that [is]

motivated further to explore the subject or the obiect of [its] attention' (p. 2)' Love, in

short, desires (p. 2), needs (p. 3) and seeks the other.

Love, for Jeanrond, is not to be contemplated theoretically. On the contrary, it is a

praxis whose concept can only arise out of 'the insights emerging from actual acts of
io,ring' (p. 6). It is the praxis of love seeking understanding, rather than the other way

".o.rrrd. 
Èo*.rr.., the praxis of love differs considerably from age to age, and perhaps

even from person to person. Jeanrond does not forget that 'no experience of love

removes the powerful experience of difference' (p. 4). This difference is to be interpreted

hermeneutically or, to use Jeanrond's short-hand, everlthing, even love 'has a history'

(p. 9): 'e"ery expression oflove is rooted in a specific culture' (p. 9).

The subsequ..rt .h"pt.rs try ro uncover these roots by narrating the "the career of
love in the Christian tradition" (p. 9). The second chapter, 'Biblical challenges to a

Theology of Love', formulates Jeanrond's fundamental questions towards this tradition

already. If (some strands of) the tradition has tended to stress the uniqueness of the

Christian view oflove because ofits universal and agapeic asPect' than Jeanrond coun-

terposes this strand by affirming, first, that the distinction between eros and agape has

been used in too apologetic a manner (P. 27) and by arguing for the fact that "love is

neither a Christian invention nor a Christian possession. Rather the Christian develop-

ment of love is firmly rooted in the Jewish religious tradition..." 1p.29)
The following chapters trace the fate, so to say, of the distinction between eros

and agape in Christianiry. Jeanrond focuses on Augustine and his alleged downplaying

of .ro, (p.45-65), on rhe rediscovery of the loving subject in the late Middle Ages
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@. 67-103) through, among others, an intriguing reading of the phenomenon of courtly
love (p. 83-90). Chapters five and six (p. 105-172) juxtapose authors who defend the

distinction berween eros and agape (Nygren, Kierkegaard, Barth) with authors who
attempt to deconstruct or otherwise attenuate this distinction from out of the potenti-
alities of human love (Tillich, Rahner, Marion).

Chapters seven and eight, respectively on the 'institutions' and the 'politics' of love,
seek to find a balance between the highly individual take on love in our postmodern era

and the 'ritualization' of love in the Church, through marriage, and in politics, through
its entrance into a wider community than a mere 'solitudz à deui. Jeanrond's approach
is somewhat ambiguous: on the one hand, "the future of Christian marriage as an insti-
tution of love needs more than a conËssion of mutual love and more than a mutual
appreciation of the biiss of sexual expression" (p. 191), thus arguing for an even more
rituaiized and institutionalized praxis of love even when it comes to Christian marriage.
On the other hand, Jeanrond's almost allergic response to all institutions is obvious when
one compares the negative answer to a quesrion asked, on p. 166, "can entire communi-
ties and institutions be said to be loving subjects": "Institutions aÍe neuer agents or subject
of iove" (p.231, italics mine) thus confirming the contemporary aversion to all meddling
by institutions in one's personal life. This is only one of the many ambiguities in Jean-
rond's book. Especially when reading chapter eight, one gets the impression both that
there is more to theology than simply singing along with the contemporary chorus of
political correctness and that one might ask more of a contemporary theologian than
simply listing those trends which he all too clearly favors (ecology [p. 223); Ëminism
lp. 2221; ecumenism lp.22t) and so on and so forth). A reflection of what remains
unthought (or rather what is consciously forbidden to be an object for thought) in some

of these movements would have been at issue, even though, at one time, Jeanrond is bold
enough to take a stance: "arguments in àvour of same-sex relationships must emerge

from an understanding of human love as divinely endowed and graced" (p.242 and 193).
The concluding chapter on 'the love of God' reinforces some of the strands that were

aheady present throughout the book. If one were to single out one remarkable thought.
though, then it would be Jeanrond's insistence on the fact that "salvation [...] implies
human participation" (p. 24A) and that the task of the Christian people is not "to copr-

Jesus" but rather "to accept his invitation to participate in the transformative dynamics
of humanity [...] reconciled with God" (p. 247).

Jeanrond's book is a good introduction to the topic of love in the Christian tradition.
All the major figures are given ample space and at times some forgotten figures are

retrieved. Let me, nevertheless, point to nvo major insufficiencies. Although it is fashior-
able nowadays to deconstruct the distinction between eros and agape and insist on rhe::
uniry-for it is not the case that eros is 'bad' and agape is 'good',-it is noteworthr- ;,-

show just how this very distinction enters through the backdoor, as is the case si::
Jeanrond's presentation of the relation benveen eros and agape. A11 too often, indee;
theologians mistakenly interpret deconstruction as synonymous with destruction, u'L-,.
neglecting to see that which is negated in this way, w1l| haunt whatever it thinks ::

deconstructed. Such haunting occurs precisely when Jeanrond attempts to unite and :*..
eros and agapeL:y distinguishing between eroticism and sex: "not all expressions of i,:..
are sexuai, but there does not seem to be any expression oflove that is not in some st:..
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eroric" (p. 7). If one must conclude from this that eroricism cannot be opposed to

agapeic love, then, one musr also conclude that at least some sexual exPressions of love

r,rràly ".. unabie to enter into the realm of agapeic love. This means' obviously' that

Jeanrond's attempt to unite elos and agape has not succeeded: the'bad'element of the

distinction simply has been transposed to another concept or level and still escapes and

resists the attempt at unification. One might go as far as saying that just as in the clas-

sical tradition, for Jeanrond too, sex remains the principle 'generator and transmitter of
sin'. If, however, deconstruction is not to be confused with destruction, then one should

rurn to Benedict XVI who, better than others, has understood what deconstructing the

distinction berween eros and agape means. For, if the goal of the encyclical Deus caritas

est is to show that there is an element of eros in all agapeic expressions, and, similarly,

an element of agape even in those comportments usually attributecl to eros, then what

we have here is not a destruction of the distincll6l-in the sense of collapsing it in an

unattainable uniry-but rather the maintaining of the distinction, albeit that the relation

bewveen the rerms is somewhat unseftled and it therefore is no longer sure which one of
the terms is primary. In short, de-con-struction is more respectful to the tradition than

a simple destruction, for it acknowledges the fact that the reasons for distinguishing

between eros and agape in the Christian tradition might correspond with reality more

than simply maintaining its uniry. Concretely, this means that one can point to two

deficiencies in Jeanrond's thought about the uniry of eros and agape: not only is there a

repression of sexualiry in and through his praise of chastity (even though Jeanrond
atiempts-but this attempt itself is significant: why else deny that chastity in effect signi-

fies 'chastiqr' or sexual abstinence?-to moderate his claim by interpreting chastiry as a

virtue of moderation: p. 199-204) but also, and more seriously, there emerges one dis-

tinction between eros and agape that Jeanrond is unable to deconstruct: the non-PrefeÍ-

ential love of GodJeanrond detects in Kierkegaard (P. 109) simply runs counter to his

praise of the agency of loving subjects. Indeed, it should not matter for God if you are

male or female, pagan, Jew or christian, the àct remains that, for us, to speak of love

from out of our praxis, means that I would need to speak of my love for this indivi&tal

rather than that one. Although I might fall in love with no matter whom, the one that

I love has indeed to be considered as unique: love, for Jeanrond as well, is "to allow the

other shine in her particular uniqueness and otherness" (p. 195). Ii then, human love is

not non-preferential, then, all of a sudden, Jeanrond is much closer to postmoderniry's
"dramatic" (p.162) praise of the individual, and of sex, than he is willing to admit-for

Jeanrond's criticism of postmoderniry see: p. 12,p. 58'59, 197 et passim). Therefore,

one should not only refrain from all too easy criticisms of postmoderniry, one should

also pay one's due respecr to (some of) the distinctions that have been put to work tra-

ditionally: there might be something in the distinction between eros and agaPe that

cannot be united. Along with agency comes self-absorPtion, and along with power and

potentialiry comes comPlacency.

The fact that Jeanrond refuses to say which distinctions should be maintained and

why others need to be abandoned might be considered as a setious and even dangerous

omission too from the perspective of his howling with the wolves when it comes to

adhering to the ideology of political correct thinking. Consider the following note of

Jeanrond when exposing Rahner's thought: "the second part of this book, 'V4ro are your
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brother and sister?' was originally published separately in German: Karl Rahner, Wer ist
d.ein Brud.er?, Freiburg. i. B.: Herder, 1981)" (p. 150n. 66). It is simply inexplicable that
a thinker otherwise so attentive to the fact that everything has a history and that, most
often, what we take for granted shows itself at anotheÍ time to be but a historical con-
511u61-hi556ry 'has a history' too,-i. so thoughtlessly repeating ever;zthing that this

historical construct proscribes. So Rahner was not gender-sensitive-et alors? tVhy revise

historical àcts from out of our peculiar sensibilities? tVhy take our situation as the norm
and the criterion to judge all the others? Exactly how far is Jeanrond here from revision-
ism, if not negationism, that ultimately risks abandoning scientific discourse?

Joeri Schrijuers, Postd.octoral Fellou of the Researcb Foundation Fknd.ers (FVO)
at the Faculty of Theolog and Religious Srudies, KU Leuuen, Belgium

John M. Rtsl, What is Trutb? From the Acadtml tu rhe Vatican, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2008, xiv + 361p. ISBN 978-0521717755.

Le titre du livre (en frangais: 'Qu'est-ce que la vérité? De l'Académie au Vatican') ne

donne pas une idée précise de son contenu. Il ne s'agit pas d'épistémologie théologique,
mais plutöt d'un ensemble d'essais portant sur l'histoire des idées et centré sur le rapport
entre la philosophie grecque et la tradition catholique.

À partir d'exemples historiques, John M. Rist, professeur de philosophie classique

retraité de I'Université de Toronto, enseignant encore à temps partiel à l'Institutum
Patristicum Augustianum à Rome, défend la thèse théologique suivante: la vérité de la
foi ne se limite pas au kérygme biblique, mais s'est incarnée dans une 'culture catholique'
visant, dans tous les domaines, le vrai, le bon et le beau. Contre les tentations du secta-

risme et du fondamentalisme qui menacent Ia vérité du catholicisme, il propose une

compréhension dynamique de la tradition catholique. Mëme s'il est un risque perma-
nent, le développement est, en effet, nécessaire à la tradition, si celle-ci veut éviter
l'hérésie, à l'exemple d'Arius et de Monseigneur Leèbvre et des effets de la fixation
conservatrice qu'ils illustrent. Ce développement est, en outre, dynamisé par l'échange

avec des contextes externes à la tradition qui stimulent sa recherche de la vérité.

J. Rist se concentre sur l'époque patristique, qu'il considère comme paradigmatique.
Son livre contient des dossiers qui montrent, de manière érudite, le sens de ce constant
développement requis par la vérité elle-mëme, moyennant un processus de discernement
compliqué - nettement distingué d'une assimilation trop facile au monde non-chrétien.

Le premier chapitre illustre bien son approche. Rist démontre, dans un dossier

détaillé sur les Pères de l'Église et sur Thomas d'Aquin, comment l'horizon ancien de

la philosophie et de la science (la biologie, la psychologie, . . . ) rendait impensable la thèse

d'une création de l'homme à f image de Dieu incluant la femme. Il est ainsi attesté

que l'énoncé de la vérité révélée est souvent limité, et mëme empèché par l'horizon
intellectuel. La recherche de la vérité demande donc que l'Église et la théologie recon-

naissent les erreurs (souvent involontaires) de ces "géants" de la culture catholique.
acceptant, avec honnèteté, le fait que parler de développement revient à dire qu'i1 r'

a(vait) des éléments non développés ou mëme erronés. Rist conclut par un appel: oser

apprendre à connaitre l'état actuel de la science (la biologie, la psychologie, Ia sociolo-

gie...) pour développer une anthropologie théologique qui soit plus à la hauteur du


